
Bourton Bears started from Andy 
love of old Teddy Bears which he 
has loved from his early childhood. 
Still having his childhood bear he 
decided to add bears to his col-
lection and many years later his 
collection had grown and so a 
hobby turned into a business.  Over 
the years we have done many Teddy 
Bear Fairs and been the old bear 

specialist and valuer at many of 
these events.  At one point we did 
46 fairs in one year.  We concen-
trate on teddies that are pre 1950 
but have a passion for the very early 
one be it Steiff, Bing, Chiltern, Far-
nell, Chad, Terry or and other man-
ufacturer.  We love the excitement 
of finding old bears and still to this 
day find thing that are so rare and 
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special. The best part of running 
a teddy bear business is finding a 
new homefor a bear.  Sometimes 
you find a bear with provenance 
and that is both a joy and a priv-
ilege and so interesting knowing 
where he came from and what life 
he has led.  Some year later and 
with Melvyn’s love of old toys we 
added the www.antiquetoybox.com  



(Antique Toy Box) to the business 
specialising in pre 1960’s toys. 
We are named Bourton Bears be-
cause when we started the business 
we lived in Bourton on the Water a 
famous Cotswold tourist spot here 
in England. We have now moved 
to a quieter location in Gloucester-
shire. People often ask why we col-
lect teddy bears and old toys rather 
than some other kind of collectable. 
For me there is nothing else – call it 
a compulsion or even an addiction 
but whatever it is, I am hooked. I 
think that when I look deeply into 
why I like bears so much, it is prob-
ably for several reasons. Firstly it’s 
a way of escapism through reliving 
your happy childhood memories. I 
only have to pick up a 1960s toy or 
and I can picture myself on a hot 
summer’s day in the garden as a 
child, playing with my toys and my 
Noddy tricycle. The second reason 
that old bears and toys appeal to 
such an extent is that they have a 
past and, like us adults, have seen 
the changes made in our world over 
the years and remind us of a time 



when there were no computers 
and toys were toys.  We hope to be 
selling toys and old teddies for a 
long time to come and if you visit 
our website www.bourtonbears.
com you can find our latest stock or 
better still come and see us at this 
wonderful fair. 
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